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Background: CIMAvax-EGF is an epidermal growth factor (EGF)-depleting

immunotherapy which has shown survival benefit as a switch maintenance

treatment after platinum-based chemotherapy in advanced non-small cell lung

cancer (NSCLC). The primary objective of this trial is to establish the safety and

recommended phase II dose (RP2D) of CIMAvax-EGF in combination with

nivolumab as second-line therapy for NSCLC.

Methods: Patients with immune checkpoint inhibitor-naive metastatic

NSCLC were enrolled using a “3+3” dose-escalation design. Toxicities

were graded according to CTCAE V4.03. Thirteen patients (one

unevaluable), the majority with PD-L1 0%, were enrolled into two dose

levels of CIMAvax-EGF.

Findings: The combination was determined to be safe and tolerable. The

recommended phase 2 dose of CIMAvax-EGF was 2.4 mg. Humoral

response to CIMAvax-EGF was achieved earlier and in a greater number of

patients with the combination compared to historical control. Four out of 12

evaluable patients had an objective response.
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Introduction

Cancer has been a large contributor to morbidity and

mortality rates with lung cancer being the most frequent

cancer worldwide (1). Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

makes up around 80% of lung cancer diagnoses (2), with 57%

of the cases diagnosed at an advanced stage (3). Cytotoxic

chemotherapy is the foundation for majority of the treatment

options for advanced NSCLC. More recently, advances in

immunology and molecular biology have led to the

development of targeted therapy and immune-activating

therapies in NSCLC (3–8). Despite improved clinical outcomes

with newer treatments, long-term 5-year survival rates remain

dismal for NSCLC patients, hence the ongoing need for better

therapeutics (4). CIMAvax-EGF is a recombinant anti-human

epidermal growth factor (EGF)-depleting immunotherapy

conjugated to the recombinant p64K (rP64K) protein derived

from Neisseria meningitidis bacteria (5). The adjuvant

(Montanide ISA 51 VG) is added to prepare the injection for

administration and acts to enhance the immune response (6).

CIMAvax-EGF induces the development of anti-EGF antibodies

leading to depletion of circulating EGF with a very good safety

profile (7–11). In a randomized study, CIMAvax-EGF as a

switch maintenance treatment compared to best supportive

care alone after first-line platinum-based chemotherapy for

metastatic NSCLC demonstrated superior overall survival,

particularly in patients with high baseline circulating serum

EGF levels (11). Nivolumab is an IgG4 fully human

monoclonal antibody that targets the programmed cell death

protein 1 pathway (PD-1/PD-L1) (12). It is the first anti-PD-1

agent to be approved in NSCLC as second-line therapy and has

also been approved for other indications such as melanoma,

renal cell carcinoma, and squamous cell carcinoma of the head

and neck (13). Previous studies (CheckMate 017 and CheckMate

057) demonstrated that nivolumab provides superior long-term

clinical benefit in patients with metastatic NSCLC, favorable side

effect profile, and sustained tolerability compared to

docetaxel (14).

The impetus behind the development of CIMAvax-EGF

with nivolumab is to investigate the potential synergy between

these therapies. B lymphocytes are most important in an

immune response for the production of antibodies against a

specific antigen (15, 16). Nivolumab prevents binding of PD-1

to ligands PD-L1/L2 and thereby removes PD-1 ligand-

mediated inhibition of T-cell proliferation function. Whether
02
this results in enhancement of humoral response from B-cell

activity has not been well characterized. Switched memory B

cells have shown to be enriched in tumors that have responded

to immune checkpoint blockade (17). By combining a B-cell

vaccine with an immune checkpoint inhibitor, two different

cell types, B lymphocytes and T lymphocytes, are targeted to

promote and activate anti-tumor immunity. This combination

may lead to an enhanced and more enduring immune

response. Conversely, EGFR signaling in several models

results in tumor PD-L1 expression (18) such as via

glycosylation changes which stabilize the protein. A negative

effect of N-glycosylation on binding between therapeutic PD-

L1 antibodies on N-glycosylated PD-L1 has also been recently

observed (19).

We report the results of a phase I clinical trial investigating

the combination of CIMAvax-EGF with nivolumab as second-

line therapy in metastatic NSCLC. The primary objective of the

phase I study is to determine the safety profile and to establish a

recommended phase II dose of CIMAvax-EGF in combination

with nivolumab, based on dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs) as

assessed by the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse

Events (CTCAE) v4.03. The secondary objectives include

correlative studies for immune and antibody response as well

as tumor response.
Methods

Study design and participants
This was a single-institution, open-label, phase 1 study

evaluating dose escalation of two dose levels of CIMAvax-

EGF. Enrollment followed a traditional 3 + 3 dose escalation

design to evaluate the two dose levels of CIMAvax-EGF starting

at dose level 1 of 1.2 mg until the maximum tolerated dose was

found. Patients who did not have a DLT and did not complete

the DLT period were replaced. Initially, three patients were

enrolled at dose level 1. If no DLTs were observed after the

DLT period had ended, then three new patients were to be

escalated to dose level 2. If ≥2 DLTs were observed, then three

new patients were to be de-escalated to dose level −1. If 1 DLT

was observed, then an additional three patients were to be

enrolled at dose level 1. In those six patients at dose level 1, if

≤1 DLT was observed attributable to the combination or
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CIMAvax alone, we were to proceed to dose level 2; otherwise,

we were to proceed to dose level −1.

To be eligible for the study, patients should be ≥18 years of

age and had a pathologically confirmed diagnosis of NSCLC as

defined by the American Joint Committee on Cancer staging

system—TNM 7th edition, 2010 (stage IIIB or IV). Patients were

eligible for treatment with nivolumab as standard of care and

had disease progression during or after platinum-based

chemotherapy. If EGFR or ALK genomic tumor aberrations

were present, patients must have progression on FDA-approved

targeted therapy for these aberrations prior to receiving

nivolumab. Adequate bone marrow and organ function was

required. Patients of childbearing potential agreed to use

adequate contraceptive methods. Following a dose-limiting

toxicity of grade 3 myocarditis found in dose level 1, the

eligibility criteria were updated to require cardiac markers

within normal limits for inclusion.

Patients with any recent major surgeries, anticancer

chemotherapy, radiation, or investigational agents were

excluded unless a protocol-defined washout period was met.

Patients with treated brain metastases were eligible as long as

there is no need for corticosteroids within 4 weeks prior to

starting the study treatment. They also must not have received

any previous immunotherapy and could not have known

immunosuppressive disease, active infection, or other serious

uncontrolled medical conditions. Excluded cardiac history

included myocardial infarct and arterial or venous

thromboembolic events within 6 months, unstable angina,

New York Heart Association class III or IV disease, and

documented conges t i v e hear t f a i lu r e ; h i s to ry o f

cardiomyopathy and uncontrolled hypertension; history of

myocarditis; and history of cardiac surgery or ventricular

arrhythmias. Patients were also excluded if they have been

diagnosed with other invasive cancers within 2 years with

exceptions and were pregnant or nursing mothers.

All participants gave written informed consent according to

federal and institutional guidelines.
Treatment administration

CIMAvax-EGF was investigated in two dose levels (1.2 and

2.4 mg). During the loading phase, CIMAvax-EGF was

administered intramuscularly every 2 weeks for the first 4

doses. It was then administered monthly during the

maintenance phase following the loading phase to coincide

with nivolumab dosing. Nivolumab was administered every

2 weeks intravenously at 240 mg sequentially after CIMAvax-

EGF on the days that both drugs are scheduled to be given.

Patients remained on treatment until disease progression, DLT

or serious toxicity, or withdrawal of consent. Patients were

observed 1 h after administration of the treatment for

assessment of vital signs and injection sites.
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Outcomes and procedures

Safety
Toxicities were graded according to the National Cancer

Institute Common Toxicity Criteria version 4.03. The DLT

evaluation period is defined as the first 4 weeks of treatments

after completion of two doses of both CIMAvax-EGF and

nivolumab. DLTs were defined as the occurrence of grade 3 or

4 treatment-related toxicity or intolerable grade 2 toxicity

despite optimal supportive care. All adverse events, serious

adverse events, and DLTs were reported as part of the

investigational new drug (IND) FDA requirements.

Baseline and follow-up studies
A complete evaluation including medical history, physical

exam, hematology, chemistry, cardiac safety markers (troponin-

I, BNP, CK-MB), correlative markers, echocardiogram,

urinalysis, pregnancy test in women of childbearing potential,

ECOG status, 12-lead electrocardiogram, disease assessment

(CT scan of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis and MRI of the

brain with contrast), and concomitant medications was

conducted within 30 days prior to the first dose of the study

drug. Evaluations performed during the loading phase every

2 weeks included correlative markers, concomitant medications,

and adverse events. Evaluations performed monthly during the

loading phase included physical exam, ECOG, hematology, and

chemistry. After a DLT of grade 3 myocarditis occurred, the

schedule was updated to include cardiac safety markers and

ECGs to be done periodically. Correlative markers and disease

assessment were performed at the end of the loading phase.

Evaluations performed monthly during the maintenance phase

included correlative markers, physical exam, concomitant

medications, ECOG, hematology, and chemistry. Disease

assessment was conducted every other month. irRECIST was

used to assess and document tumor response.

Follow-up safety evaluations and end of treatment

evaluations occurred 30 days ( ± 14 days) after the

participants had their last CIMAvax administration. Patients

were followed up for 120 days after the end of treatments for

changes in concomitant medication and adverse events.
Serial blood samples and immune biomarkers
EGF analyte concentrations in serum were measured using

the Quantikine Human EGF Kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis,

MN, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly,

the quantitative ELISA used plates precoated with an anti-EGF

mAb. Calibration standards, controls, and patient samples were

added to individual wells and incubated 2 h at room

temperature. After washing, an HRP-conjugated polyclonal

antibody specific for EGF was added to the wells and

incubated for 2 h. After a final wash step, the enzymatic

reaction was visualized with tetramethylbenzidine substrate
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solution, and the absorbance was measured at 450 nm. Results

(pg/ml) were calculated using a four-parameter logistic curve fit

in GraphPad Prism v8.

Antibody titers against human EGF were measured by

ELISA as previously described (20, 21). Unless otherwise

indicated, incubations were for 1 h at 37°C in a humidified

container. Microtiter plates were coated with 50 ng/well of

human EGF (Center of Molecular Immunology, Havana,

Cuba), incubated, and subsequently blocked with 1% BSA.

Serially diluted serum samples were added in triplicate to the

coated microtiter plates along with background, positive, and

negative controls. After incubation, the plates were washed and

incubated with a goat anti-human Ig-alkaline phosphatase

antibody (Millipore Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). The

enzymatic reaction was visualized by incubation with p-

nitrophenyl phosphate for 30 min at 37°C, stopped with 3 M

of sodium hydroxide, and measured at 405 nm. Anti-EGF

antibody titer was defined as the inverse of the highest serum

dilution, yielding a final absorbance value higher than the blank

absorbance plus 3 SD.

Peripheral blood specimens collected in sodium heparin

were immunophenotyped by flow cytometry as previously

described (22). Briefly, on receipt, samples were washed once

with FCM buffer (containing 0.5% BSA, 0.1% Na azide, and

0.004% disodium EDTA in PBS pH 7.2), resuspended to their

original volume, and incubated for 10 min with normal mouse

IgG (10 mg/test) to block Fc receptors. Cells were then

aliquoted into tubes (100 µl per tube) and incubated for

20 min with an eight-color combination of the following

mAbs: CD3 PECy7, CD4 PECy7, CD11b FITC, CD19

PECy7, and CD33 PECy7 purchased from Beckman Coulter

(Miami, FL, USA); CD3 BV510, CD4 APCH7, CD4 BV510,

CD8 PcPCy5.5, CD14 APCH7, CD15 V450, CD16 PE, CD25

BB515, CD27 APC, CD28 PE, CD31 BB515, CD138 BV421,

CD45RA APC, CD45RO APC, CD45RO BV510, CCR6 BV510,

CCR7 BV421, CXCR10 BB515, HLADR PcPCy5.5, IgD

PcPCy5.5, and IgM BB515 from BD Bioscience (San Jose,

CA, USA); CD19 BV510, CD45 PcPCy5.5, and CCR4 BV421

from BioLegend (San Diego, CA, USA); and CD39 PE, CD319

PE, and HLADR APC from Thermo Fisher (Waltham, MA,

USA). Red blood cells were lysed with BD FACSLyse, and the

resulting cell pellet was washed once with FCM buffer before

fixing in 0.5% methanol-free formaldehyde (Polysciences,

Warrington, PA, USA). Cytofluorometric analysis was

performed using a BD FACSCanto flow cytometer with DiVa

software equipped and quality-controlled daily with the CS&T

software. For each tube, we strove to collect 250,000 events,

sample permitting. Data were analyzed with WinList (Verity

Software House, Topsham, ME, USA) using sequential gates to

eliminate doublets, debris, aggregates, and either lymphocytes

or mononuclear cells (MDSC panel) that were defined using a

combination of forward scatter versus side scatter and CD45

versus side scatter.
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Cytokines and other biomarkers were measured using the

Luminex multiplex bead array assays. Millipore and R&D

multiplex bead array panels were processed, and the raw data

acquired, according to the respective manufacturer ’s

recommendations for sample preparation, sample dilution,

reagent and standard curve preparation, incubations, and

instrument settings. Incubations with magnetic analyte capture

beads were performed overnight at 4°C for Milliplex assays and

for 2 h at room temperature for the R&D panels. Washing steps

were performed manually with a handheld magnetic 96-well

plate washer according to instructions in the respective kit

protocols. Raw data were acquired with a Luminex 200

instrument running xPonent acquisition software (version 3.1).

Performance verification was completed on the Luminex

instrument the morning of every assay read. Raw data were

analyzed with Upstate BeadView software using the best fit

curve-fitting equation for each analyte to calculate analyte

concentrations from median fluorescent intensity (MFI) values

in the test samples.
Statistical methods

Patient characteristics and adverse events were summarized

in the overall sample and by dose level using the mean, median,

and range for continuous variables and using frequencies and

relative frequencies for categorical variables. Overall and

progression-free survival rates were summarized in the overall

sample using the standard Kaplan–Meier methods. The

association between the baseline biomarker values and the

response and the survival outcomes were evaluated using

logistic and Cox regression models, respectively. The models

were fit using Firth’s method, and odds or hazard ratios, with

95% confidence intervals, were obtained from the model

estimates. Analyses were performed in SAS v9.4 (Cary, NC,

USA) at a significance level of 0.05.
Data availability

Raw data for this study were generated at Roswell Park

Comprehensive Cancer Center. Derived data supporting the

findings of this study are available from the corresponding

author upon request.
Results

Demographics

A total of 13 patients were enrolled in the phase 1 portion

across two dose levels between 2016 and 2018. One patient

(patient #12) was replaced in dose level 2 due to the requirement
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for steroids to manage symptomatic brain metastasis within the

first week of the first dose. Descriptive baseline statistics are

represented in Table 1.
Safety and recommended phase II dose

There were no grade 4 or 5 toxicities that were attributed to

either treatment. A summary of treatment-related toxicities can be

found in Table 2. The first patient enrolled incurred an event of

grade 3 myocarditis (LVEF 25%–30%) on cycle 1 day 8 and was

determined to be related to nivolumab and unrelated to CIMAvax-

EGF. The patient, thus, discontinued the protocol treatment after

one dose. This was considered a DLT in dose level 1.

Regarding this DLT, this patient had no change in serum

EGF and anti-EGF antibody titers on day 15 compared to
Frontiers in Oncology 05
baseline. On day 12, a cardiac MRI showed global myocardial

edema and the LVEF improved to 60%–65% with steroids. On

day 29, the patient had a cerebral hemorrhage due to brain

metastasis which led to severe hemiparesis. The family of this

patient decided on comfort measures due to the poor prognosis.

Autopsy was performed after the patient expired which revealed

metastasis to both cardiac ventricles with no evidence of

myocarditis (likely resolved with steroids and ATG

administered during the hospitalization). In retrospect, the

inflammatory response was most likely an on-target effect.

This DLT led to the addition of cardiac markers and ECGs to

be followed more frequently throughout the trial for subsequent

patients. There were no additional DLTs nor other cardiac

events observed in the remaining patients. In terms of other

grade 2 or higher immune-related adverse events, one patient

with squamous NSCLC (patient #5) developed colitis
TABLE 1 Descriptive baseline statistics by dose level.

DOSE LEVEL 1 DOSE LEVEL 2 OVERALL

OVERALL COUNT N 6 7 13

AGE MEAN 59.1 62.6 61

MEDIAN (RANGE) 63 (45-68) 63 (53-72) 63 (45-72)

SEX MALE 1 (17%) 3 (43%) 4 (31%)

FEMALE 5 (83%) 4 (57%) 9 (69%)

HISTOLOGY SQUAMOUS 2 (33%) 0 (0%) 2 (15%)

ADENOCARCINOMA 4 (47%) 6 (86%) 10 (77%)

LARGE CELL 0 (0%) 1 (14%) 1 (8%)

SMOKING FORMER 5 (83%) 6 (86%) 11 (85%)

CURRENT 1 (17%) 1 (14%) 2 (15%)

NEVER 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

STAGE IIIB 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

IV 6 (100%) 7 (100%) 13 (100%)

ECOG SCORE AT BASELINE 0 3 (50%) 3 (43%) 6 (46%)

1 3 (50%) 4 (57%) 7 (54%)

BRAIN METS PRESENT 3 (50%) 2 (29%) 5 (38%)

ABSENT 3 (50%) 5 (71%) 8 (62%)

PRIOR RADIATION THORAX/BONE 1 (17%) 3 (43%) 4 (31%)

EGFR WILDTYPE 5 (83%) 7 (100%) 12 (92%)

MUTANT 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

UNKNOWN* 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 1 (8%)

ALK WILDTYPE 5 (83%) 7 (100%) 12 (92%)

MUTANT 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

UNKNOWN* 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 1 (8%)

KRAS WILDTYPE 3 (83%) 5 (71%) 8 (62%)

MUTANT 1 (17%) 2 (29%) 3 (23%)

UNKNOWN* 2 (33%) 0 (0%) 2 (15%)

PD-L1 STATUS AT BASELINE >50% 0 (0%) 1 (14%) 1 (8%)

>1 <25% 1 (17%) 1 (14%) 2 (15%)

<1% 2 (33%) 5 (72%) 7 (54%)

UNKNOWN 3 (50%) 0 (0%) 3 (23%)
fr
*Unknown EGFR/ALK/ROS1/KRAS/PD-L1 status was in a patient with squamous histology. One patient with EGFR/ALK/ROS1 wildtype PD-L1 20% adenocarcinoma had insufficient
tissue specimen for extended molecular testing.
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approximately 7 months into protocol treatment. The patient

had a partial response as best response to the combination

treatment. Nivolumab was discontinued and the colitis

eventually resolved with corticosteroids without recurrence.

This patient also underwent consolidation thoracic radiation

to the mediastinum and left lung mass during this period. There

was a 3-month treatment-free interval before CIMAvax-EGF

was resumed. One month after the patient restarted treatment

with CIMAvax-EGF alone (coincidentally, this is approximately

2 months after the last fraction of radiation treatment), patient

#5 developed grade 3 pneumonitis due to radiation requiring

oxygen supplementation and steroids. Patient #5 continued

maintenance dosing while on steroid taper and did not

experience recurrent pneumonitis symptoms off steroids

despite ongoing treatment with CIMAvax-EGF.

The recommended phase II dose was found to be nivolumab

240 mg every 2 weeks in combination with CIMAvax-EGF

2.4 mg for four doses followed every 28 days of injections

which aligned with prior clinical trials that evaluated

CIMAvax-EGF as monotherapy (7). Since the combination

was found to be safe and tolerable, further investigation of the

combination was warranted and the phase II portion

was initiated.
Patient outcomes

At least 54% of enrolled patients had a known PD-L1 tumor

proportion score (TPS) of 0%. Two patients from each dose level

had a partial response for a total of four (33%) patients out of 12

evaluable patients. For the seven patients who had a PD-L1 TPS

of 0%, there was a 43% response rate with three of these patients
Frontiers in Oncology 06
achieving a partial response (PR). Another PR was achieved by a

patient who had a PD-L1 TPS of 60%. A total of two patients

achieved stable disease (SD) for a total of 50% disease control

rate and 33% objective response rate in the entire evaluable

patient population.

The current median overall survival (OS) for all patients was

13.5 (95% CI: 4.6–22.1) months. For patients (n = 10) who

completed the loading phase of four doses of CIMAvax, the

median OS was 18.3 (95% CI: 6.8–NR) months. Patients with

EGFR/KRAS/ALK wild type had a median OS of 21.7 (95% CI:

1.8–NR) months, and patients with EGFR/ALK/STK11 wild

type and KRAS mutation had a median OS of 12.1 (95% CI:

6.8–18.3) months. There are currently two patients who are

long-term responders that are still receiving active treatment for

over 3 years.
EGF concentration and anti-EGF
antibody titers

All enrolled patients had a baseline serum EGF level

>250 pg/ml. The median level was 560 pg/ml with a range

from 358 to 865 pg/ml. As defined in previous studies or trials

with CIMAvax, patients who achieved anti-EGF titer levels

≥1:4,000 were identified as good antibody responders (GARs)

(7). Excluding two patients who either received steroids during

the loading phase and/or received less than three of the loading

phase doses, 82% (9 out of 11) of the patients achieved GAR

levels by day 43. All patients who received at least one

maintenance dose (n = 8) reached antibody titers ≥1:4,000, of

whom 25% (n = 2) achieved titers ≥1:64,000. Compared to a

historical Cuban cohort receiving CIMA-vax-EGF alone, the
TABLE 2 Treatment-related toxicities in phase 1.

Adverse event Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Any grade (n = 13)

injection site pain 5 (38.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (38.5%)

Chills 3 (23.1%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (30.8%)

Fatigue 3 (23.1%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (30.8%)

Nausea 2 (15.4%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (23.1%)

Pyrexia 2 (15.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (15.4%)

decreased appetite 1 (7.7%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (15.4%)

Vomiting 1 (7.7%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (15.4%)

Diarrhea 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

Colitis 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

Pruritus 2 (15.4%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (15.4%)

Rash 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

Arthralgia 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

flu-like illness 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

Hyperthyroidism 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

Pneumonitis 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%)

Myocarditis 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%) 1 (7.7%)
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combination of CIMAvax-EGF and nivolumab led to more

patients achieving the GAR levels earlier. Figure 1 compares

the observed timeline of antibody titer response with historical

controls (17). Based on a generalized linear model, there was a

significant inverse correlation between anti-EGF antibody titers

and serum EGF levels as expected, and this was previously

demonstrated in the CIMAvax-EGF monotherapy trials

(Figure 2). There was no correlation between the titer levels

and the response to the combination of treatment (p = 0.21).

Durability and persistence of high titer levels in the

maintenance phase without the need for continued dosing

were serendipitously demonstrated in one of the responders

who required overseas travel for personal reasons and skipped

6 weeks of protocol dosing (missed one maintenance of
Frontiers in Oncology 07
CIMAvax-EGF and three doses of nivolumab). Her titer levels

were 1:128,000 prior to cycle 6 of therapy (missed cycle 7) and

remained at the same level prior to cycle 8 dosing. The EGF

levels remained suppressed as well: the pretreatment C1D1 level

was 391 pg/ml, the pre-C6D1 level was 21 pg/ml, and the pre-

C8D1 (despite missing the required doses over a 6-week period)

was 24 pg/ml.

As expected, patients exposed to long-term high-dose

corticosteroid therapy appear to be unable to mount or

sustain a high antibody titer level. Patient #12 required

steroids within the first week of protocol treatment due to

worsening vision attributed to a treated brain metastasis

located in the optic chiasm. Although this patient had to be

replaced from a DLT evaluation perspective, he was permitted
FIGURE 2

Relationship between anti-EGF antibody titers and serum EGF. There is a significant inverse correlation between circulating serum EGF and
antibody titers in patients receiving CIMAvax-EGF in combination with nivolumab.
FIGURE 1

Trend of patients dosing and achieving anti-EGF titer ≥1:4,000. Good anti-EGF antibody response (≥1:4,000) elicited at earlier time points in
more patients receiving CIMAvax-EGF in combination with nivolumab compared to historical controls.
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to continue on protocol treatment for compassionate reasons.

Unlike other patients who demonstrated goal antibody titers

after only three doses of CIMAvax-EGF, this patient’s antibody

titer levels remained subtherapeutic (1:2,000) upon completion

of the loading phase. The antibody response profile of patient

#5, who required steroids for the management of colitis,

demonstrated a sustained titer level of 1:8,000 about 2 weeks

after the initial course of high-dose steroid therapy. The titer

levels, however, declined to 1:4,000 after about 6 weeks of

steroid treatment. This further declined to 1:2,000 a month

later while the study treatment was on hold due to thoracic

radiation. Although she regained the goal titer level after

resuming treatment, the need for steroids again to manage

radiation-related pneumonitis led to antibody levels being

subtherapeutic 4 weeks later.
Immune biomarkers

A comprehensive analysis of immune populations was

performed by flow cytometric evaluation of peripheral blood

samples obtained at baseline and serially after treatment. In the
Frontiers in Oncology 08
univariate analysis, there was a significant association with naive

CD3+CD8+ T cells (CD45RA+CD28+CCR7+) and both overall

survival (p = 0.046) and objective response (0.021), wherein

higher levels at baseline were associated with objective response

and improved overall survival. A similar trend was observed in

the multivariate analysis but was no longer statistically

significant (HR = 0.28, p = 0.99). In the multivariate models, a

significant association was observed between IgM−IgD−CD127−

(CD27-Switched) and PFS, where increased expression was

associated with poorer outcomes (p = 0.049). When

comparing cell populations for titer response, significant

associations were observed with CD11b+CD33+ HLADr(lo)

CD14(lo) (p = 0.012), CD14+ monocytes (p = 0.033), classical

monocytes (p = 0.033), and gate monocytes (p = 0.012). For all

these markers, the responders tended to have a lower expression.

Due to the small sample size relative to multicollinearity

issues, multivariate models were not fit for the tumor

response association.

Higher values of certain cytokine levels when analyzed as

continuous variables were shown to be most associated with

improved OS from a univariate analysis including adipsin and

fetuin-A. Higher levels of GM-CSF, GRO, heparin-binding EGF
FIGURE 3

Hazard ratios and confidence intervals of cytokine association with overall survival. There is an association between many cytokines and overall
survival based on analysis looking at cytokines as a continuous variable based on Luminex multiplex bead array assays. Hazard ratios (HRs)
correspond to a standard deviation change in the cytokines.
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(HB-EGF), IL-7, PDGFAB/BB, and sCD40L were associated

with poorer outcomes (Figure 3).
Discussion

Immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy has markedly changed

the way advanced NSCLC is treated recently. Various factors

influencing treatment outcomes with this class of immunotherapy

have since been investigated (23, 24). PD-L1 is an imperfect

predictive biomarker and there is concerted effort to incorporate

other biomarkers [e.g., tumor mutation burden (TMB), tumor-

infiltrating lymphocytes] to enhance patient selection, particularly

for immune checkpoint inhibitor monotherapy (25–27). Although

pre- and post-treatment tissues were not required nor analyzed for

these patients during the dose-escalation portion, the ongoing phase

II trial includes tumor tissue analysis of the tumor immune

microenvironment, microbiome from stool samples, and

circulating immune biomarkers both pre- and post-therapy for

the combina t ion o f CIMAvax-EGF and immune

checkpoint inhibitors.

This is the first published report on the use of CIMAvax-EGF

combined with an anti-PD-1 from the phase III trial that was

conducted in Cuba with CIMAvax-EGF monotherapy as switch

maintenance therapy which showed that the majority of patients

ultimately reached the GAR status defined as anti-EGF antibody

titers equal or higher than 1:4,000 (7). Data from our clinical trial

suggest enhancement of the antibody response, with the goal

antibody titers reached in the majority (82%) of patients prior to

the fourth dose of CIMAvax-EGF. This compares very favorably

with the observed goal antibody response of 39% and 56% after

three or four CIMAvax-EGF doses, respectively, in the Cuban phase

III study (11). Although factors such as genetic, dietary, nutritional,

and gut microbiome variability between the Cuban cohort and our

NSCLC patients treated in continental USA may contribute to the

observed difference in the timing of the humoral response seen, an

additive effect induced by immune checkpoint blockade is

mechanistically plausible based on preclinical models, and thus,

this will equally if not more likely to explain this phenomenon (28,

29). Earlier achievement of GAR may also translate to better

survival outcomes as seen in Checkmate 017 and CheckMate 057,

and nivolumab has a five-fold increase in OS at 5 years compared to

docetaxel (30). In our very small cohort of patients, it is encouraging

to observe long-term responses in patients with PD-L1 0% tumors

for which there was a 43% response rate in this subset of patients.

This will need confirmation in a larger population. Our study was

limited by not having information regarding additional biomarkers,

such as TMB, as pretreatment biopsy was not required during dose

escalation and the majority of patients had insufficient tissue for

additional analysis. At the time the trial was designed, there were

limited data regarding the use of immune checkpoint inhibitor

therapy. Nevertheless, due to rapid changes in the standard of care

in metastatic NSCLC wherein immune checkpoint inhibitor
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therapy is now incorporated in the frontline setting, the current

phase II protocol will address this limitation and is amended to

study pembrolizumab in combination with CIMAvax-EGF as first-

line treatment in NSCLC patients with PD-L1 TPS ≥50%. A

separate cohort investigating the combination with

pembrolizumab as maintenance therapy in squamous NSCLC

with PD-L1 <50% is also ongoing. Phase II will require pretesting

biopsies to evaluate PD-L1 expression.

It is important to differentiate safety within the combination

compared to nivolumab and CIMAvax-EGF alone. Historical data

in patients treated with nivolumab alone have shown that most

treatment-related adverse events occur within the first 3 months of

treatment. The most common adverse events were fatigue, nausea,

decreased appetite, and asthenia in the CheckMate 017 and

CheckMate 057 studies (14, 30). Historical data in patients

treated with CIMAvax-EGF showed that the most common

adverse events seen were injection site reactions, fever, dyspnea,

and vomiting (7). Our safety analysis was consistent with the

historical data seen for each therapy alone and that the

combination of these two therapies had no larger risk.

Although baseline serum EGF appeared to be a biomarker

for selecting patients who can derive the most benefit from

CIMAvax-EGF as switched maintenance treatment (11), there

appeared to be no evident relationship between baseline nor

temporal changes in serum EGF with treatment outcomes in our

small cohort of patients progressing from first-line treatment.

There was also no correlation between titer response and

treatment response in this cohort. It is to be noted that since

platelets sequester EGF which can be released into the serum

during the coagulation process, stringent assay conditions must

be observed to reduce variability related to the measurement bias

itself. Our specimen procurement procedures and laboratory-

developed assay underwent rigorous validation prior to the

initiation of the study. Of interest is the serendipitous

demonstration of durability of titer response that may obviate

the need for monthly CIMAvax-EGF dosing. Conversely, even

though there are conflicting data on the effect of corticosteroid

therapy on humoral response to vaccination (31–33), our

preliminary data suggest that high-dose corticosteroids can

potentially adversely affect the generation and/or maintenance

of sufficient antibody response.

Prior studies have shown that immune cell populations and

cytokines could be useful to predict the responses to certain

checkpoint inhibitors (34, 35). A previous phase II trial with

nivolumab in melanoma cases has shown that IFN‐g, IL‐6, and
IL‐10 levels in the responders were significantly increased when

compared to non-responders (p < 0.0001, p = 0.0007, and

p < 0.0001, respectively). Our analysis showed that baseline

levels of I CD8+ T cells were associated with treatment response

as well as overall survival. Higher levels at baseline of this T-cell

subset may increase the probability of activating and expanding

the relevant tumor-specific effector T cells needed for tumor

response upon reversal of immune checkpoint blockade (36).
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Lower levels of cytokines associated with inflammation lead to

an increase in survival. Further research is needed as our sample

size remains small. These associations may bring insight to

further evaluate which population will benefit the most from

this combination of therapies and could lead to predictive

biomarkers that may be used when selecting therapy for these

patients. Due to the small sample size, the early results from

biomarker associations and clinical responses cannot be

assumed to be a true association until it is further evaluated in

future trials with larger sample sizes.

In conclusion, the combination of CIMAvax-EGF and

nivolumab can be safely administered together at usual doses,

with proof-of-concept demonstration of enhanced humoral

response to a B-cell vaccine by inhibition of immune checkpoint

via PD-1 blockade. A phase II trial is currently ongoing to

investigate anti-PD-1 in combination with CIMAvax-EGF in a

larger cohort of patients, including assessment of biomarkers in pre-

and post-treatment tumor tissues.
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